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Preview 

Activate Schema. Scan to see what you know about produce sales, vegetable\fruit markets. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Establish a Purpose for Reading. What do you need to learn? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Vocabulary: complete page 6 before reading the selection. 

Read & Integrate Knowledge 

Predict          Picture          Relate          Monitor          Fix 

 

  

 
 
  

Across the street from a sandwich shop and a fried chicken joint, a greenmarket sprouts up 

every Wednesday in the Mott Haven section of the Bronx in New York City. The market is a 

welcome sight in an area that does not have many options for people to buy fresh fruit and 

vegetables.  

 

“The lettuce is not as fresh at the grocery store; that’s why I come here,” said Jennifer Gillette 

as she paid for four heads of lettuce. Gillette is a vegetarian who lives in the neighborhood 

 

Mott Haven, a neighborhood in the South Bronx, is located in one of the poorest areas in the 

country. In other New York City neighborhoods greenmarkets are more common, but in the 

South Bronx there are not many places to buy healthy, organic food  

 

The summer of 2012 was the first time that the Youthmarket set up shop in this section of the 

Bronx, on 3rd Ave. between E. 148th and E. 149th Streets. The Youthmarket is part of a larger 

organization called GrowNYC, which helps make neighborhoods better by setting up farmers 

markets, community gardens, and recycling in the city. 

 

  

 

 

A New Neighborhood Farmers Market 

Directions: 
print, complete, staple together, & submit pages: 1,4,5,6,7,10,11,12 
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Since opening in July 2012, the market has attracted a lot of attention from local residents 

who live in the area. Many people are excited that there is now a fresh produce market 

nearby 

 

When the wind shifts, the smell of cilantro floats across the sidewalk, calling attention to the 

bright red radishes, purple potatoes, and juicy plums. At the market you can also buy red and 

green peppers, mushrooms, squash, and apples. The food comes from nearby farms just 

outside the city limits. 

“It’s an easier way to give her what she wants,” said Johnson. When the checks stop coming, 

though, she said she will go back to shopping at grocery stores, where the vegetables and fruit 

are not as fresh and healthy. 

Then she found out that the checks were like free coupons for her to buy fresh fruit and 

vegetables. She learned that once her daughter turns five years old, she will stop getting the 

checks. Johnson didn’t want the money to go to waste, so she started using the checks to buy 

fresh vegetables and fruit for her daughter. 

Greysie Johnson’s four-year-old daughter loves apples and bananas, but until recently Johnson 

wasn’t using her government checks because she didn’t know what they were for. She said 

that she started getting the checks in the mail, but since she didn’t know what they were she 

didn’t use them. 

The market also accepts other government food assistance, such as the Farmers’ Market 

Nutrition Program, which allows low-income residents to get “fresh, unprepared, locally grown 

fruits and vegetables,” explains the United States Department of Agriculture’s Food and 

Nutrition Services website. 

“When you bring in fresh food, people want it,” said Morningstar. 

Ryan Morningstar, who helps run the Youthmarket, said that about 12 to 18 percent of the 

money they make comes from government assistance like food stamps. Food stamps help 

people buy food if they can’t afford it themselves. On its opening day, the market made 

$216.50 from food stamps alone, a record high for GrowNYC Youthmarkets across the city. The 

Mott Haven market makes a total of around $700 a week. 

There is one whole table just for corn, which people buy in bulk, sometimes 10 or 15 ears at a 

time. Corn is the most popular item. The market sells 400 to 500 pounds of produce each 

Wednesday. 
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Delphia Omborura, a hair stylist who works in the area, loves to shop at the farmers market in 

Mott Haven. On a Wednesday afternoon last September she bought four bushels of large red 

beets to juice in a blender at home. She said that beets are more expensive in a regular 

grocery store. Omborura had a water bottle filled with homemade beet juice in her purse. 

Mamie Jackson also likes going to the farmers market. She said that she likes the fresh look of 

the produce at the market, which looks different from what the grocery stores sell. 

“I’d rather wash the dirt off a cucumber,” she said. “The ones at the grocery store are sprayed 

with a lot of stuff to make them look shiny.” 
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1. What kinds of food can people buy at the farmers market in the Mott Haven 

neighborhood? 

A  fried chicken and sandwiches 

B  hot dogs and hamburgers 

C  chicken and fish 

D  fruits and vegetables 

2. What does this passage describe? 

A  This passage describes a grocery store where people can buy cheap organic 

food. 

B  This passage describes a market where people can buy fresh, healthy food. 

C  This passage describes a poor neighborhood in the South Bronx where it is 

dangerous to shop. 

D  This passage describes a man who uses food stamps from the government to 

buy apples. 

3. Government assistance encourages some people to shop at the farmers market in 

Mott Haven. 

What evidence from the passage supports this statement? 

A  Jennifer Gillette shops at the farmers market because the lettuce there is 

fresher than the lettuce at her grocery store. 

B  Greysie Johnson uses checks from the government to buy fruit and vegetables 

at the farmers market. 

C  Delphia Omborura buys bushels of large red beets at the farmers market to 

juice in a blender at home. 

D  Mamie Jackson likes the fresh look of produce at the market and washes dirt off 

the cucumbers she buys there. 

4. Based on information in the passage, what is a reason that some people shop at the 

farmers market in Mott Haven? 

A  The fruits and vegetables at the farmers market are fresher than the fruits and 

vegetables at grocery stores. 

B  There are not enough grocery stores in the Mott Haven neighborhood to supply 

the people there with all the food they need. 

C  People in Mott Haven are tired of food from sandwich shops and fried chicken 

joints, so they are going to the farmers market instead. 

D  The produce from grocery stores in the Mott Haven neighborhood is making 

people sick, so they are looking for new places to shop. 

Recall 
Comprehension Questions  

(circle the best answer) 
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5. What is this passage mainly about? 

A  food stamps and other government food assistance 

B  a vegetarian named Jennifer Gillette who likes fresh lettuce 

C  a farmers market in a neighborhood of New York City 

D  the health risks of eating fruit and vegetables from grocery stores 

6. Read the following sentence: “Mamie Jackson also likes going to the farmers market. 

She said that she likes the fresh look of the produce at the market, which looks 

different from what the grocery stores sell.” 

8. What is the Youthmarket?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Name at least two reasons given by people in the passage for shopping at the Mott 

Haven farmers market instead of at a grocery store. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Suppose that the Youthmarket set up a farmers market in another neighborhood 

where there was no farmers market before. Would people living in that neighborhood be 

likely to eat more fresh fruits and vegetables because of the farmers market? Explain 

why or why not, using evidence from the passage. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What does the word produce mean in the sentence above? 

A  food that has been grown by farming 

A  instead 

B  consequently 

C  previously 

D  including 

B  items that have been made in factories 

C  meat or fish that has been cooked by a chef 

D  products that are built and sold in large numbers 

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 

The farmers market in Mott Haven sells several different kinds of vegetables, _______ 

lettuce, green pepper, and squash. 
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Vocabulary             
 
                 Word = Useful vocabulary in this reading selection (Some are provided. You supply more). 
          Definition = Define each word.          
          Synonym = Provide a synonym for each word. 
        Etymology = Circle any etymological words parts in each word and define them in this column. 

 

Word Definition Synonym Etymology 

sprouts    

agriculture    

nutrition    

grocery    

bushel    

residents    

youthmarket    

neighborhood    

option    
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Preview 

Activate Schema. Scan to see what you know about Mesopotamia, California, agriculture, living\surviving styles. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Establish a Purpose for Reading. What do you need to learn? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Vocabulary: complete page 12 before reading the selection.     

Read & Integrate Knowledge 

Predict          Picture          Relate          Monitor          Fix 

 

 

Vocabulary: complete page 6 before reading the selection. 

 
 
  

 

It may seem at first glance that California and the ancient land of Mesopotamia have very 

little in common. Mesopotamia, located in modern‐day Iraq, is considered the cradle of Western 

civilization, and first became home to an economic power in 3100 B.C. California, on the Pacific 

Coast of North America, did not achieve status as an economic power until almost 5,000 years 

later, at the end of the 1800s. In spite of these differences of time and place, it is important to 

realize  that both  regions  were able  to  rise to  economic  power because  of  their unique 

geographical landscapes. 

 

     Let’s first look at Mesopotamia. It was bordered on either side by two rivers: the Tigris 

and the Euphrates. These rivers had many different branches, or tributaries, feeding into them, 

creating a vast network  of streams and canals. The canals provided  a built‐in transportation 

system for the Sumerian and  Akkadian peoples who first settled the place. Using  the simple 

canoes and log rafts they built,  they could communicate and trade. This ability to  trade was 

especially important  since Mesopotamia  did not have  its own  supply of resources  such as 

timber, metals or semi‐precious  stones, and had to import all  of these things. Water routes 

allowed Mesopotamia to import the materials needed to become an economic power. 

California & Mesopotamia: Similarities and Differences                                                                                                                                            
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Mesopotamia was also blessed with especially rich soil. Diverse elevations (there are both 

high hills  and  low‐lying marshlands)  and climatic  variations in  the region  allowed  for the 

evolution of  many types  of edible  seeds and plants,  as well  as a  variety of farm  animals. 

Mesopotamia is considered the birthplace of agriculture—it is here where the first species of 

wheat, barley, flax, chick pea and lentil were first cultivated by man for human consumption. In 

looking at the development of farming in Mesopotamia, we see that it was a combination of 

Mesopotamia’s geographical advantage (specifically, its abundance of plant and animal species) 

and the intelligence of its  human settlers that made it all possible.  With so many crops, the 

settlers of Mesopotamia could  be well‐nourished, which gave them  the physical strength to 

thrive, and also gave them many products to trade with other regions. It is no surprise, then, 

that historians have dubbed Mesopotamia as “The Fertile Crescent,” due to its productive soil. 

Water transport also  greatly increased the speed  of communication in Mesopotamia. 

Overland  transportation at  that  time was  painfully  slow and  clunky,  via  simple wheeled 

pushcarts, or pack animals such as donkeys or camels. With water transport, settlers could use 

downstream river currents to ship goods much faster. Raw materials arrived at the bigger towns 

with greater frequency, which meant that these towns and cities could grow and develop faster. 

Knowledge  and   news  from  other   regions  could   also  come  in   quicker,  allowing  the 

Mesopotamians to become savvy and cosmopolitan. So we see that the speedy input of goods 

and knowledge  via  the waterways  allowed the  Mesopotamians a  distinct advantage  over 

competing regions, and allowed their economic and cultural life to flourish. 

While the  great city of Babylon  was thriving in  Mesopotamia in 3100  B.C., California 

remained rather insignificant as a trade or cultural center. It was inhabited by nomadic tribes 

who lived a  hunter‐gatherer lifestyle. Life in these  tribes was simply a matter  of day‐to‐day 

survival, and no deeper developments, such as writing or  advanced technological inventions, 

were able to take place. Unlike  tribes in other parts of North America, the California Indians 

never built great settlements or amassed significant  wealth. This is partly because for a long 

time California Indians were geographically isolated—cut off by the Sierra Nevada mountains 

on one side, the vast Pacific Ocean on the other, and desert to the south. They could not easily 

communicate with tribes outside of California. Also, they could not cultivate crops because the 

land was for  the most part too dry.  When João Rodrigues Calbrilho,  a Portuguese explorer, 

arrived with his crew in California in the early 1500s (they were the first Europeans to do so), 

the crew abandoned the place, thinking it was too isolated from the world’s other trade points. 
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With the arrival of the transcontinental railroad in 1869, California’s natural geographical 

advantages could finally be exploited, and by 1900, the area was in full economic boom. The 

American settlers who had built the railroads quickly replaced the nomadic native tribes. They 

opened up  commerce along the  840 miles  of Pacific shoreline,  which soon  became full of 

bustling ports that  brought labor and trade  goods across the Pacific  Ocean from China and 

Japan. The  American settlers  also built large  aqueducts to  irrigate inland  California, which 

previously had been too dry to cultivate crops. Thanks to the state’s temperate, Mediterranean‐ 

like climate, a large variety of crops  could flourish, now that there was sufficient water. Like 

Mesopotamia 5,000  years  earlier, California  became an  agricultural  giant, and  today it  is 

America’s  prime   producer  of   almonds,   walnuts,  avocados,   grapes,  melons,   peaches, 

strawberries, and wine. Hollywood, another major economic asset to California, formed around 

Los Angeles in the early 1900s because the area’s geography was suited to filmmaking. Southern 

California had large natural spaces and year‐round good weather, both helpful conditions for 

making  films.  California  continues  to  be  an economic  powerhouse  today  thanks  to  its 

geographical assets—natural resources, good climate,  and fertile soil. California ranks as the 

world’s 12  largest economy. 

 

It was only in the mid 1800s, when American settlers from the East discovered precious 

gold  buried under  California  soil that  the region  finally  started to  become  an important 

economic center. The natural resources hidden in California land, in the form of gold and oil, 

motivated the Americans to somehow overcome the region’s isolation. First attempts to do this 

were  the Pony  Express  and  the Overland  Express,  companies that  used  horses  to relay 

communication from California to other parts of America. Then came the telegraph, and soon 

after that the transcontinental railroad, which ended California’s isolation issue once and for all. 

We now see that, like Mesopotamia, California has certain geographical advantages that 

have  made it  a  power player  on  the world  stage.  California did  not  have it  as  easy as 

Mesopotamia did—it had several geographical disadvantages to conquer before its advantages 

could really shine. Technology had  to evolve so that communication between  California and 

other parts of the world was not so difficult and slow. Aqueducts needed to be built to irrigate 

the dry inland areas, making them lush and fertile like the ancient Mesopotamian soil. But once 

these changes were in place, the other, significant geographical advantages of California could 

be  enjoyed,  and  the  state  could  assume  its  place  in  world  history,  alongside  ancient 

Mesopotamia, as one of the great centers of economic power. The examples of California and 

Mesopotamia show us that no matter what time of history we are in, geography will play a key 

role in determining its economic promise. 
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1. Which place is considered the cradle of Western civilization? 

. 

 

A  California 

B  Egypt 

C  South Africa 

D  Mesopotamia 

A  Both are geographically isolated 

B  Both were home to ancient advanced cultures. 

C  Both rose to power because of their unique geographical landscapes. 

D  Both had fertile soil to easily grow crops. 

2. How does the author compare California and Mesopotamia? 

3. Water transportation was crucial for the economical development of Mesopotamia. 

What evidence from the passage best supports this conclusion? 

A  “Raw materials arrived at the bigger towns with greater frequency, which 

meant that these towns and cities could grow and develop faster.” 

B  “Overland transportation at that time was painfully slow and clunky, via simple 

wheeled pushcarts, or pack animals such as donkeys or camels.” 

C  “The canals provided a built-in transportation system for the Sumerian and 

Akkadian peoples who first settled the place.” 

D  “These rivers had many different branches, or tributaries, feeding into them, 

creating a vast network of streams and canals.” 

4. Man-made constructions needed to be developed before people could enjoy the 

geographical benefits of the area. This statement is true about which area? 

A  Mesopotamia 

B  California 

C  both Mesopotamia and California 

D  America 

5. What is this passage mostly about? 

A  how ancient Mesopotamians invented writing 

B  the economic benefits of the California gold rush 

C  similarities and differences between Mesopotamia and California 

D  why California became a filmmaking superpower 

Recall 
Comprehension Questions  

(circle the best answer) 
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6. Read the following sentence: “In looking at the development of farming in Mesopotamia, 

we see that it was a combination of Mesopotamia’s geographical advantage (specifically, its 

abundance of plant and animal species) and the intelligence of its human settlers that 

made it all possible.” 

What does “abundance” mean? 

A  large amount 

B  small amount 

C  lack of 

D  affluence 

8. Why were nomadic Native American tribes in California unable to develop advanced 

technological inventions at the same time as Mesopotamia? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

9. How did the settlers who came to California after the construction of the 

transcontinental 

railroad overcome California’s geographic challenges? Give two examples from the 

passage 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

10. What are the major differences between ancient California and Mesopotamia? Use 

information from the text to support your answer. 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 

Native American tribes in California were geographically isolated; ________, they were 

unable to communicate easily with other tribes outside of California. 

A  moreover 

B  namely 

C  ultimately 

D  as a result 
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Vocabulary             
 
                 Word = Useful vocabulary in this reading selection (Some are provided. You supply more). 
          Definition = Define each word.          
          Synonym = Provide a synonym for each word. 
        Etymology = Circle any etymological words parts in each word and define them in this column. 

 

Word Definition Synonym Etymology 

economic    

geography    

climate    

technological    

Mesopotamia    

cultivate    

semi-precious    

significant    

distinct    

import    

thrive    

isolate    

nomadic    

aqueduct    

agriculture    

irrigate    

determine    

transcontinental    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 


